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Authentic Tea Experience with
Basilur Food Service
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Introduction

With the world advancing at dynamic speeds, 
the demand for quality increases substantially by 
the day. The restaurant industry takes the reigns 
within the global economy and each day new 
concepts are developed worldwide to keep up 
with quality demands. 

Basilur brings to the hospitality industry a brand 
new and refreshing take on what is perhaps the 
most versatile and necessary key component 
that makes up the foundations of nearly every 
restaurant, hotel and café in the world: tea. 
Introducing an all exclusive, elite range 
of premium teas and novelty tea packages to 
match, the brand focuses solely on meeting 
quality requirements set by the HoReCa/Food 
Service industry. 
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Surrounded by the azure waters of the Indian 
Ocean, Sri Lanka is an island thriving with culture 
and blessed by nature’s touch. Described by the 
great explorer Marco Polo as one of the most 
beautiful islands in the world, Sri Lanka stands 
on a league of its own, incomparable to any other 
nation in Asia. 

Despite playing muse to many a globetrotter 
who couldn’t get enough of its empyrean charm,
Sri Lanka was also a favourite amongst merchants 
and businessmen who embraced prosperity 
through the island’s abundance of harvests and 
raw materials. Exotic silks, spellbinding spices 

and precious glittering gems, were but a few of 
the many luxuries that the world was exposed to 
once trade ports to the island were established. 

In addition to this, Sri Lanka is also a traveler’s 
paradise with magnificent sights and a rich, 
ancient heritage to be explored. 

Since the dawn of time, Sri Lanka has played a 
significant part in major events that took place 
in the global economic markets. It continues to 
captivate and lure adventurers and royalty to its 
golden shores and it is easy to see why. It is a 
place that borders on the threshold of the heaven. 

Sri Lanka
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The history of this beautiful plant is an epic, 
vast tale that spans over different continents 
through different ages in time, resulting in the 
rise of powerful industrial portals we know of 
today. But it all started in colonial Sri Lanka, 
formerly known as Ceylon, governed by the 
British Empire.

Upon reaching the shores of Ceylon, the East India 
Company began to cultivate plantations spanning 
hundreds of acres into the hills. Spearheaded by 
James Taylor, the pioneer of the Ceylonese tea 

Ceylon Tea: A Brief History

culture, the expedition to introduce tea to Ceylon 
was a huge success. The tea industry in Ceylon 
was established.

Once the Ceylonese tea industry crossed the 
post-colonial era, the Government of Sri Lanka 
continued the industry. In 1971 the Government 
nationalised the tea estates owned by Sri Lankan 
and British companies. In 1980 Sri Lanka was the 
sole tea supplier to the Moscow Olympic Games, 
a milestone in the history of Ceylon tea. A strong 
symbol synonymous with Sri Lanka, it is now 
considered a national pride and prized treasure.
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Established in year 2006, Basilur entered the 
Ceylon Tea industry with a refined approach 
to the tea experience. However, in a relatively 
short time span, the company proved significant 
growth and expansion thus earning a remarkable 
position in the industry.  

A nimble, unstoppable and young company such 
as Basilur holds a distinguished standard whilst 
staying in tune with the current market challenges 
inclusive of customers rising expectations.

The Basilur company possesses state of the art 

Basilur

infrastructure to process and produce the highest 
rank of product, making it convenient to pack and 
ship the finest tea within a few weeks of harvest. 

With a large team employing the most seasoned 
professionals, every production line is monitored to 
ensure exceptional quality maintenance throughout 
the procedure. Each member of our team is a key 
component when it comes to producing some 
of the best blends of tea, adding value which is 
unparalleled to any other product in the industry 
today.
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Basilur uses the finest quality tea grown on the 
hills of Ceylon, where they are exposed to rich 
soil and fresh, pure air, yielding an exotic and 
premium product. Basilur Tea has identified the 
estates in different regions, that produce superior 
quality tea to acquire the highest quality tea in 
the country. 

Having identified the need for a niche tea 
market, Basilur recognised the importance of 
high end standards to ensure exclusivity. Guided 
by this vision we produce some of the finest 
artisan teas in the world today. Maintaining a 
solid presence in over 75 countries across the 
globe, Basilur has made an indelible impact 
in the modern tea industry. Recognising 
the absence of a luxurious, speciality tea 
product, we have introduced a range ideal for 
presenting as gifts or novelty statement pieces. 
 

Basilur presents a variety of exotic flavours, 
infused  with herbs and natural fruits, to offer a 
blissful tea experience.

A product of superior quality demands a seamless 
system. Utilising modern machinery and 
advanced systematic procedure, the tea filtering 
and extracting process is monitored, handpicked 
and observed to the last detail.  

Handpicked tea leaves from lush tea gardens in 
the misty mountains of Sri Lanka surrounded by 
cascading waterfalls, hail from different regions 
and elevations of Ceylon, each with a unique 
taste, aroma, and colour.

Basilur has transformed a mere FMCG beverage 
into a lifestyle. Be it a glorious cup of tea to begin 
the day or a romantic indulgence under the 
moonlight, Basilur’s packaging is designed to suit 
the product it carries.

Basilur Tea
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Basilur offers a variety of everyday blends and 
infusions as well as gift items designed for 
special occasions celebrated worldwide. 
Within just a decade, Basilur Tea has rooted its 
presence in over 75 countries across the globe. 

Acknowledging each country’s customs, traditions, 
cultures and eccentricities, Basilur has devised 
a range of novelty products, complete with 
packaging, designed to complement each region’s 
uniqueness. Basilur has conducted extensive 
hands-on research and exploration, to mould and 
produce tea products and merchandise reflective 
of each nation.

Global Presence
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Accolades

Committed to excellence, we are proud that 
various organisations have recognised our 
progress and achievements globally. A notable 
number of honours were received through the 
years which includes awards such as the Gold for 
the ‘Best Product of the Year 2018’ for our Island 
of Tea design in Poland, the Gold for ‘Highest 
FOB Achiever for Valued Added Tea 2016’ and 
Silver for ‘Best Value Added Exporter 2016’ at the 
National Tea Awards in Sri Lanka.
 
In 2015 and 2016, we were awarded the ‘Most 
Innovative Product’ at the SIAL exhibition events 
held in Philippines, Jakarta, Middle East, China 
and France. Our Basilur Tea Book won Gold 
at the World Food Exhibition held in Poland in 
2015. Amongst the numerous accolades received 
from the National SLIM Brand Excellence are 
the Gold Awards recieved as ‘Best Export Brand 
of the Year’ and ‘Best Innovative Brand of the 
Year’. Basilur attributes these successes to our 
product excellence, consumer relations, loyalty, 
innovation and commitment to quality.
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Chairman’s Message

“The aroma, color, taste and the subtle serenity 
you feel with each sip is what makes the perfect 
cup of tea. The magic behind tea is that even 
though it appears simplistic, it undergoes a very 
technical and delicate process to get to being the 
perfect cup. Growing up in Sri Lanka, tea has 
played an influential role in my life and many 
people around the world know Ceylon Tea for its 
many varieties which have unique taste profiles. 
Ceylon Teas are produced in different altitudes 
within Sri Lanka, each with its nutrient rich soil 
and distinctive climatic conditions which influence 
the character of the tea. Hence it is famously known 
by many tea connoisseurs around the world as 
the champagne of teas. I created Basilur to share 
this authentic experience and guarantee no sac-

rifice in taste, from the tea garden to the cup. Basi-
lur has truly uplifted the standards of the basic 
cup of tea to an authentic tea experience. Now 
you can enjoy the Finest Ceylon Tea no matter 
which part of the world you are in.

From unmatched exceptional quality blends, to 
beautifully crafted designs, Basilurs’ standards 
provide our tea connoisseurs with truly fresh and 
premium quality pure Ceylon Teas. With the 
introduction of Basilur to the food service 
industry, the Basilur family will continue to 
uphold our promise of uncompromising superior 
quality products.” 

Dr. Gamini Abeywickrama
Founder & Chairman
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Our Methods

A multi-sensorial experience, the tea manufacturing 
journey from tea garden to tea cup remains lengthy 
and complex. It can be simply summarized into 
six key steps in orthodox tea manufacturing: 
withering, rolling, fermentation, drying, grading, 
and dispatching.

The whole transformation process of the 
freshly handpicked garden leaves insists expert 
precision, quality control and a scientific 
understanding of the progressive components in 
the leaf that vary with time. 

Our own packing base, located in Colombo, 
equipped with state of the art technology, enables 
us to pack and ship stringently quality controlled 
teas within a few weeks of harvest.

In line with our vision for consistency, the Basilur 
team demonstrates integrity and commitment, to 
ensuring a quality, premium inventory.

We believe in no compromises.
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Our Quality

In an industry where product quality is compromised, 
Basilur Tea is one of the handful of brands in 
the the world that retain the retail quality for its 
food service products as well. Same produc-
tion standards and raw ingredients superiority is 
maintained in all products in order to ensure 
optimal consumer satisfaction. 

Basilur does not compromise on freshness and 
produces quantity per order to ensure the 
freshest beverage experience possible. Foil 
sachets are employed to ensure maximum 
freshness. Along with the tea product itself, Basilur 
offers excellent packaging solutions in the form of 
beautiful handcrafted wooden boxes that can be 
customised with the hotel logo of choice. For a 
heightened, luxurious tea experience Basilur also 
offers branded premium porcelain teaware.
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Our Products

Basilur offers a myriad teas and herbal infusions, 
unmatched and unique to their own respective 
blends. Each tea bag is carefully covered with a 
foil envelope to ensure long lasting freshness. The 
loose leaf tea is presented in an airtight pouch 
with a zipper-lock, to guarantee invigorating flavor 
till the last cup.
 
We offer over 500 products and 250 blends, 
each possessing a unique strain of flavor and  
antioxidant benefits. Housing a vast range of 
collectible and memorable luxury teas, Basilur 
is proud to present what is arguably the most 
extensive premium tea range in the international 
markets. 
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Black Tea

The most preferred and versatile of all tea 
varieties, Black Tea roots go back to an age before 
time. One of the select tea brands in the world, 
Basilur picks the finest grade of Ceylon teas 
to develop the most enjoyed blends, produced 
and packed in Sri Lanka. Basilur’s Black 
Tea manufacturing process is undertaken with 
immaculate precision starting from the selection 
of the finest tea grades from around the country. 
A team of experts carefully select the pick of 
the crop by stringently testing and tasting each 
batch. The finest of Pure Ceylon Black Tea is then 
blended to perfection which results in the most 
authentic tea experience of all.

We specialize in both flavored and unflavored 
Ceylon Black Teas as well other value added 
blends.
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A full-bodied, robust and rich black tea 
blended to go well with milk and sugar, 
in a style traditionally associated with a 
hearty breakfast.

Ingredients: 100% Pure Ceylon Black
 Tea, No Additives

Cup Color: 

Tea Strength:

Suitable with Milk: YES

An English tradition started around 
1840 by Duchess Anna Maria, wife of 
the 7th Duke of Bedford. Perfect as an 
afternoon tea, this is bright in color with 
a brisk and refreshing flavor.

Ingredients: 100% Pure Ceylon Black
 Tea, No Additives

Cup Color: 

Tea Strength:

Suitable with Milk: YES

Specialty Classics
English Breakfast

Specialty Classics
English Afternoon

100% Pure Ceylon Black Tea
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Specialty Classics
Ceylon Orange Pekoe

Specialty Classics
Darjeeling

From the misty mountains of Ceylon’s 
finest tea gardens comes this exquisite 
tea. A golden colour tea with an 
enriched infusion to make this one of 
the world’s finest.

Ingredients: 100% Pure Ceylon Black
 Tea, No Additives

Colour: 

Strength:

Suitable with Milk: YES

Grown in the foothills of the Himalayas, 
Darjeeling Tea has a distinct but delicate 
flavor, and is often referred to as the 
Champagne of Teas.

Ingredients: 100% Pure Indian Darjeeling 
 Black Tea, No Additives

Colour: 

Strength:

Suitable with Milk: NO

100% Pure Black Tea
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A versatile Ceylon Black Tea enhanced 
with Bergamot essence, brews up a 
distinctive, delicious flavor keeping the 
original characters in tact of this fine 
brew.

Ingredients: 100% Pure Ceylon Black Tea,
    Bergamot Flavor

Cup Color: 

Tea Strength:

Suitable with Milk: NO

Specialty Classics
Earl Grey

An exquisite blend of pure Ceylon Tea 
and natural ginger, a quintessential 
ingredient in Asian cuisine and 
medicine consumed for centuries for 
its refreshing taste, strong aroma and 
reviving capabilities.

Ingredients: 100% Pure Ceylon Black 
Tea, Natural Ginger Flavor 

Cup Color: 

Tea Strength:

Suitable with Milk: YES

Magic Fruits
Black Tea with Ginger

Flavored Ceylon Black Tea
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A combination of bright, high grown 
Ceylon Teas with the tangy taste 
of  lemon & l ime. A delightful 
experience of a light, smooth and 
exquisite taste that lingers on your 
palate.

Ingredients: 100% Pure Ceylon Black 
Tea, Natural Lemon Flavor, Natural 
Lime Flavor

Cup Color: 

Tea Strength:

Suitable with Milk: NO

A mélange of pure Ceylon Black Tea,  
rosehip and raspberry, the perfect 
healthy drink. Best known for its high 
content of Vitamin C, rosehip has been 
used for centuries.

Ingredients: 100% Pure Ceylon Black 
Tea, Natural Rosehip Shell, Natural 
Raspberry Flavor

Cup Color: 

Tea Strength:

Suitable with Milk: YES

Magic Fruits Black Tea 
with Lemon & Lime

Magic Fruits Black Tea 
with Raspberry & Rosehip

Flavored Ceylon Black Tea
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A heavenly combination of the flavor 
of strawberries and the subtle essence 
of kwi with Ceylon Black Tea leaves 
you feeling refreshed.

Ingredients: 100% Pure Ceylon Black 
Tea, Natural Strawberry Flavors, Natural 
Kiwi Fruit

Cup Color: 

Tea Strength:

Suitable with Milk: YES

Magic Fruits Black Tea 
with Mango & Pineapple

A rich blend of black teas combined 
with natural exotic fruit flavors to make 
a delicious, refreshing tea that is divine 
hot or iced!

Ingredients: 100% Pure Ceylon Black 
Tea, Natural Mango Flavors, Natural 
Pineapple Flavors

Cup Color: 

Tea Strength:

Suitable with Milk: NO

Magic Fruits Black Tea 
with Strawberry & Kiwi

Flavored Ceylon Black Tea
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Magic Fruits Black Tea 
with Sweet Cherry

Magic Fruits Black Tea 
with Tangerine

Pure Ceylon Tea masterfully blended 
by Basilur with the tangy sweet flavors 
of juicy tangerine. A marriage of 
exotic natural ingredients for an 
unforgettable cup of World’s finest 
tea.

Ingredients: 100% Pure Ceylon Black Tea,  
    Natural Tangerine Flavor

Cup Color: 

Tea Strength:

Suitable with Milk: NO

A delectable blend of Ceylon’s finest 
tea with sweet red cherries. A sweet 
yet a rich full bodied brew ideal as 
hot or iced tea.

Ingredients: 100% Pure Ceylon Black Tea,  
    Natural Cherry Flavor

Cup Color: 

Tea Strength:

Suitable with Milk: NO

Flavored Ceylon Black Tea
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Green Tea

Known around the world as being a healthy 
and powerful beverage, Green Tea is revered 
for promoting and preserving well-being. Rich 
in antioxidants with a balanced caffeine count, 
Green Tea helps to manage body weight, and 
increases alertness.

Basilur presents a label of Green Tea that is of 
exceptionally high quality, packed to the brim 
with antioxidants and vitamins to boost well-being. 
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A healthy and refreshing light tea. 
Renowned for its antioxidants, this 
“steaming cup of medicine” is a treat for 
the connoisseur.

Ingredients: 100% Pure Ceylon
    Green Tea, No Additives

Cup Color: 

Tea Strength:

Suitable with Milk: NO

Specialty Classics
Sencha

Island of Tea
Green Tea

Sencha Green Tea is characterized by its 
mellow, pleasant flavor and rich yellow 
colour, achieved by gently steaming 
the leaves immediately after picking. 
Smooth and mild, this healthy brew can 
be consumed all day through.

Ingredients: 100% Pure Green Tea,
     No Additives 

Cup Color: 

Tea Strength:

Suitable with Milk: NO

100% Pure Green Tea
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A delightful experience of a very 
special green tea masterfully blended 
with the sweet, subtle flavours of 
berries and cream. The fruity flavour of 
strawberry lends this tea a sweet aroma 
and generous flavour, which can be 
appreciated either warm or cold.

Ingredients: 100% Pure Ceylon Green 
Tea, Vanilla Flavor, Strawberry Flavor

Cup Color: 

Tea Strength:

Suitable with Milk: NO

Bouquet
Cream Fantasy

This aromatic, refreshing Ceylon 
Green Tea comes with the goodness of 
peppermint. A refined palate cleanser 
which will guide you through each 
course of your meal leaving you 
refreshed all day long.

Ingredients: 100% Pure Ceylon Green  
Tea, Natural Peppermint Leaves

Cup Color: 

Tea Strength:

Suitable with Milk: NO

Bouquet
Green Freshness

Flavored Green Tea
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Fruit Infusions

For those who like to enjoy flavour in their tea but 
don’t want to spare any compromise, Basilur’s fruit 
infused range is guaranteed to appeal to a broad 
range of tastes and preferences. With an array of 
fruit infusions that are 100% caffiene free, this 
range of teas introduces the refreshing tastes 
of Blood Orange, Red Hot Ginger, Forest Fruits 
and Orange Peach to name a few. 

Each cup boasts lush and exquisite flavours in 
addition to the vitamin count and is the perfect 
thirst-quencher at any given time.
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This refreshing blend of fruits and flowery 
goodness will leave you feeling cool 
and light. A perfect brew to be enjoyed 
as a tall glass of iced tea on a hot summer 
day! A lovely way to reinvigorate the 
tired senses with a boost of energy.

Ingredients: Natural Apple, Natural 
Hibiscus, Natural Rosehip Shell, 
Natural Cinnamon Bark, Natural Rose 
Petals, Natural Chicory Root, Natural 
Rose Flavor, Natural Orange Flavor

Cup Color: 

Tea Strength:

Suitable with Milk: NO

A healthy combination of luscious fruits, 
this is a cocktail of heavenly delights. 
Pour out a glass of fruity indulgence 
and revive yourself throughout the day 
with its lovely mix of tropical fruits that 
nourish, replenish and restore.

Ingredients: Natural Apple, Natural 
Hibiscus, Natural Anise, Natural Rose 
Petal, Natural Orange, Natural Chicory 
Root, Natural Rosehip Shell, Natural 
Pineapple Flavor, Natural Coconut 
Flavor, Natural Tropical Fruit Flavor

Cup Color: 

Tea Strength:

Suitable with Milk: NO

Fruit Infusions
Indian Summer

Fruit Infusions
Caribbean Cocktail

100% Caffeine Free Fruit Infusions
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Live an optimum life, drawing on the 
healthy benefits of chicory root and 
hibiscus, sweetened with the luscious 
taste of apples and orange peel. This 
flavorsome amalgamation of exotic 
delights and wholesome goodness is a 
great way to restore the balance of life.

Ingredients: Natural Apple, Natural 
Hibiscus, Natural Orange, Natural 
Blackberry Leaves, Natural Chicory 
Roots, Orange Flavor, Peach Flavor

Cup Color: 

Tea Strength:

Suitable with Milk: NO

Sit back and feel the nutrients of this 
wonderful blend of forest fruits cleanse 
you from within. Complete with vitamins, 
antioxidants and health boosting properties, 
this mix of juicy natural goodness is 
guaranteed to keep the doctor away.

Ingredients: Natural Apple, Natural 
Hibiscus, Natural Rosehip Shell, Natural 
Orange Fruit, Natural Pomegranate 
Fruit, Natural Strawberry Flavor, Natural 
Passion Fruit Flavor

Cup Color: 

Tea Strength:

Suitable with Milk: NO

Fruit Infusions
Forest Fruits

Fruit Infusions
Orange Peach

100% Caffeine Free Fruit Infusions
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Herbal Infusions

In today’s trend centered world, herbal infusions 
are all the rage for their many health benefits 
and qualities. Basilur’s Herbal Infusions are 
100% caffeine free and come packed with health 
benefits that include overall well-being as well as 
weight loss properties.

From the soothing aroma of natural peppermint 
leaves, to the relaxing  effects of natural chamomile 
flowers, we acquire the finest of herbs and flowers 
to make your experience much more delightful 
and rich in natural goodness.
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Revive your body and soothe your senses 
with Basilur’s pure chamomile flowers. 
As you end a perfect or a stressful day, 
whichever the mood, whatever the time, 
Basilur’s pure chamomile will  relax 
you. chamomile is known to be to a 
calming sleep enhancer with a delicate 
taste and a golden infusion.

Ingredients: 100% Pure Chamomile
    Flowers

Cup Color: 

Tea Strength:

Suitable with Milk: NO

Herbal Infusions
Chamomile

100% Caffeine Free Herbal Infusions
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Inhale, taste and savor the soothing 
sensation of Basilur’s pure peppermint 
leaves as you kick back and unwind. 
A perfect after dinner beverage, which 
helps digestion. Peppermint, used for 
centuries in food and beverage, is best 
consumed in its natural form to provide 
the true essence of its refreshing aroma 
and taste.

Ingredients:100% Pure Peppermint
    Leaves 

Cup Color: 

Tea Strength:

Suitable with Milk: NO

Herbal Infusions
Peppermint

100% Caffeine Free Herbal Infusions
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Basilur Tea offers high quality pyramid tea bags, 
containing loose leafy tea, individually wrapped 
in foil envelops. This specific method of packaging 
ensures the best brew possible. All our products 
maintain the same ingredient and production 
quality, thereby ensuring the highest quality taste 
and freshness in every cup. Pyramid tea bags are 
developed using the finest materials that ensures 
a premium presentation and superior quality with 
every cup. 

Pyramid Tea Bags
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A full-bodied, robust and rich black tea, 
blended to go well with milk and sugar, 
traditionally associated with a hearty 
breakfast.

Ingredients: 100% Pure Ceylon
    Black Tea, No Additives

Cup Color: 

Tea Strength:

Suitable with Milk: YES

Specialty Classics
English Breakfast

A versatile Ceylon Black Tea enhanced 
with Bergamot essence, brews up a 
distinctive, delicious flavor keeping the 
original characters of this fine brew in tact.

Ingredients: 100% Pure Ceylon Black Tea,  
     Bergamot Flavor

Cup Color: 

Tea Strength:

Suitable with Milk: NO

Specialty Classics
Earl Grey

100% Pure Ceylon Black Tea Varieties
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Specialty Classics
Sencha

Oriental Collection
Moroccan Mintt

Sencha Green Tea is characterized by 
its mellow, pleasant flavor and rich 
yellow color, achieved by gently steaming 
the leaves immediately after picking. 
Smooth and mild, this healthy brew can 
be consumed all day through.

Ingredients: 100% Pure Green Tea,
     No Additives

Cup Color: 

Tea Strength:

Suitable with Milk: NO

This aromatic, refreshing Ceylon Green 
Tea comes with the goodness of 
Moroccan spear mint. A refined palate 
cleanser which will guide you through 
each course of your meal leaving you 
refreshed all day long.

Ingredients: 100% Pure Ceylon Green 
Tea, Natural Peppermint Leaves & 
Natural Mint Flavor.

Cup Color: 

Tea Strength:

Suitable with Milk: NO

Green Tea Varieties
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Basilur presents this soothing combination 
of loose leaf green tea with natural 
Jasmine flowers to enlighten your day 
with the calming sensation of mild 
green tea and fragrant jasmine. A blissful 
marriage of subtle natural ingredients 
which brews a bright cup of pure 
happiness.

Ingredients: 100% Pure Ceylon Green 
Tea, Natural Jasmine Petals, Natural 
Jasmine Flavor

Cup Color: 

Tea Strength:

Suitable with Milk: NO

Bouquet Jasmine

Flavored Green Tea
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Herbal Infusions
Chamomile

Herbal Infusions
 Peppermint

Inhale, taste and savor the soothing 
sensation of Basilur’s pure peppermint 
leaves as you kick back and unwind. 
A perfect after dinner beverage, which 
helps digestion. Peppermint, used for 
centuries in food and beverage, is best 
consumed in its natural form to provide 
the true essence of its refreshing aroma 
and taste.

Ingredients: 100% Pure Peppermint 
    Leaves 

Cup Color: 

Tea Strength:

Suitable with Milk: NO

Revive your body and calm your senses 
with Basilur’s pure chamomile flowers 
as you end a perfect or a stressful day. 
Whichever the mood, whatever the time 
Basilur’s pure chamomile will transport 
you to a relaxing mode which you have 
been yearning for. Chamomile is known 
to be to a calming sleep enhancer with 
a delicate taste and a golden infusion.

Ingredients: 100% Pure Chamomile 
    Flowers 

Cup Color: 

Tea Strength:

Suitable with Milk: NO

100% Caffeine Free Herbal Infusions
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Not everyone is skilled to brew the perfect cup 
of tea. But with our advanced Tea brewing 
machines and tea pods, you will be able to 
produce the perfect cup every time.

We introduced the tea world to this advanced 
technology of brewing, with a wide range of 
sophisticated tea capsules. Coupled with a stylish 
tea capsule holder, our brewing machines and 
pods have revolutionized the café and restaurant 
industry. Today, most office premises, are 
incorporating the Basilur tea brewing solution 
into busy schedules.

Tea Capsules &
Brewing Machines
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Specialty Classics
English Breakfast

Specialty Classics
Earl Grey

A full-bodied, robust and rich black tea 
blended to go well with milk and sugar, 
in a style traditionally associated with a 
hearty breakfast.

Ingredients: 100% Pure Ceylon
    Black Tea, No Additives

Cup Color: 

Tea Strength:

Suitable with Milk: YES

A versatile Ceylon Black Tea enhanced 
with Bergamot essence, brews up a 
distinctive, delicious flavor keeping the 
original characters in tact of this fine 
brew.

Ingredients: 100% Pure Ceylon Black  
     Tea, Bergamot Flavor

Cup Color: 

Tea Strength:

Suitable with Milk: NO

100% Pure Ceylon Black Tea Varieties
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Specialty Classics
Sencha

From the misty mountains of Ceylon’s 
finest tea gardens comes this exquisite 
tea. A golden colour tea with an 
enriched infusion to make this one of 
the world’s finest.

Ingredients: 100% Pure Ceylon
    Black Tea, No Additives.

Cup Color: 

Tea Strength:

Suitable with Milk: YES

Specialty Classics
Ceylon Premium

Sencha Green Tea is characterized by its 
mellow, pleasant flavor and rich yellow 
color, achieved by gently steaming 
the leaves immediately after picking. 
Smooth and mild, this healthy brew can 
be consumed all day through.

Ingredients: 100% Pure Green Tea,
    No Additives

Cup Color: 

Tea Strength:

Suitable with Milk: NO

100% Pure Tea Varieties
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Tea Pot Sachets

Another one of our exciting creations are the jumbo 
tea bags for pots, in other words our collection 
of Tea Pot Sachets. This handy innovation allows 
you to brew 2-3 tea cups to perfection, all in a 
single pot.

This is the ideal option for café and restaurants, 
as it minimizes wastage and enhances the quality 
and taste of tea bag brew in a pot.
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Specialty Classics
English Breakfast

Specialty Classics
English Afternoon

An English tradition started around 
1840 by Duchess Anna Maria, wife of 
the 7th Duke of Bedford. Perfect as an 
afternoon tea, this is bright in color with 
a brisk and refreshing flavour.

Ingredients: 100% Pure Ceylon Black  
     Tea, No Additives

Colour: 

Strength:

Suitable with Milk: YES

A full-bodied, robust and rich black tea 
blended to go well with milk and sugar, 
in a style traditionally associated with a 
hearty full English breakfast.

Ingredients: 100% Pure Ceylon Black  
     Tea, No Additives  

Colour: 

Strength:

Suitable with Milk: YES

100% Pure Ceylon Black Tea
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Specialty Classics
Earl Grey

A versatile Ceylon Black Tea enhanced 
with Bergamot essence, brews up a 
distinctive, delicious flavor keeping the 
original characters in tact of this fine 
brew.

Ingredients: 100% Pure Ceylon Black  
     Tea, Bergamot Flavor

Cup Color: 

Tea Strength:

Suitable with Milk: NO

Specialty Classics
Sencha

Sencha Green Tea is characterized by its 
mellow, pleasant flavor and rich yellow 
colour, achieved by gently steaming 
the leaves immediately after picking. 
Smooth and mild, this healthy brew can 
be consumed all day through.

Ingredients: 100% Pure Green Tea,
    No Additives 

Cup Color: 

Tea Strength:

Suitable with Milk: NO

Tea Varieties
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Loose Leaf Tea

For an in-depth tea ritual, we also offer Loose Leaf
Tea, Herbal Infusions and Fruit Tea & Infusions of
unmatched quality. Care is taken to ensure only 
the finest tea leaves are presented so you can 
enjoy the perfect brew every time. 

Basilur Loose Leaf Tea varieties of Black, Green 
and Flavour Infused Teas are available in 100g 
packs as well as 500g packs to better suit the 
needs of Hotels, Restaurants, Café and other food 
service usage. 
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Tea Inspired Mixology 

Tea mixology is the vibrant art of concocting 
exceptional taste by fusing various ingredients 
to create harmony for one’s palate. Mixology 
creates a tea experience designed to suit 
individual preferences, be it mocktails, cocktails, 
tea shots and even fine cuisine.

Our mixologists have perfected the art of creating 
imaginative and inventive fusions of specialty 
Basilur Tea blends with exotic ingredients, spices 
and spirits to delight the connoisseur in you with 
magical tea moments. 
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Product Range

Basilur is famous for its myriad varieties of tea. 
From fruity infusions to premium black tea, the 
choices are endless. Basilur aims to explore 
further beyond traditional flavours so as to cater 
to our clients’ unique requirements. Our wide 
range of designer packaging ensures that our 
tea is more than just a beverage, but rather a 
full experience. We aim to provide unparalleled 
consistency in the quality of tea and packaging 
from retail to HoReCa.  
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Exclusive Collections

We at Basilur pride ourselves in the attention to 
detail shown in our packaging. Our delicate 
designs and intricate details in the limited artisan 
tea caddies bring a curated visual, auditory 
and tactile experience  to our clients and 
customers. From elaborate designs such as the 
Wind-up Carousel in the Personal Collection to the
Tea-Book Collection, our designs and packaging 
compliment the high quality of the tea inside. 
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Tea Cafes

Nestled within the megalopolis capital of 
South Korea, Basilar Tea and Coffee Boutique 
took shape after we recognised the country’s
long-standing love affair with coffee, unlike their 
avid tea-drinking Asian neighbours. 

Almost every nook and corner abounds with 
coffee shops. Due in part to a dearth in tealicious 
experiences, our distributors in Korea boast a 
remarkable milestone, successfully creating 
exposure for its locals to a cosy tea-centric 
indulgence, on par with authentic standards. 

Launched in 2014, our very first international tea 
boutique occupies a broad space of the second 
and third level of the world’s largest department 
store in Garosu-gil, one of Seoul’s most popular 
neighbourhoods.

Friends, families or business professionals now 
have the opportunity to incorporate a holistic 
rejuvenation into their daily lifestyle with the 
world’s finest teas directly sourced from the
agro-climatic mountain regions of Sri Lanka. 

Upon entering, you will find our diverse range 
of tea packs on display ensuring optimal tea 
drinking experience in its purest form. Visitors 
may learn the many facets of tea tasting that is 
sure to enhance one’s tea experience.

Meeting with rave reviews is the delectable range 
of Basillur Tea inspired and infused desserts. From 
the classic recipes to modern fusions, the subtle 
depth and flavor of these tea infused delights are 
not to be missed.
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Tea Accessories

Our aim to provide our clients with the finest tea 
experience also inspires us to provide the best 
accessories for a fuller, unparalleled experience. 
Ceramic Tea Pots, Teacups, Silver Strainers, 
Kettles, Canisters, and other modern teaware 
helps establish a ritualistic sense of splendour to 
the tea experience. The attention to individual 
styles and tastes in accessories assures a truly 
Basilur experience.



Basilur Tea 
For Food Service

HoReCa



• Every Hotel, Restaurant and Café wish to
differentiate their services to clients. It is no secret
that they need unique supplies in order to achieve
this task.

• Basilur tea offers an unmatched service with TEA as
one of the key components of any HoReCa unit to
be innovative, unique and different from your
competition.

• This presentation will briefly take you through what
we could offer to our valued customers like you!



Basilur double chamber Tea Bags                               
with foil sachet/envelope 
• Basilur tea offers 63 different types of double

chamber (staple-free) tea bags, individually foil
wrapped.

• These are available in pure Black tea, pure Green
tea, black tea with flavours, green tea with
flavours, Herbal Infusions and Fruit Cocktails.



Basilur double chamber Tea Bags

• Packed into cartons of 100s and
as 500s for export purposes, we
guarantee the freshest cup from
right where it is grown.

• Please call our agent in-charge
for more details of the tea
varieties and samples for tasting.























Basilur Pyramid Tea Bags
• Basilur tea offers a variety of Pyramid tea bags

with loose/leaf tea, individually foil wrapped.

• These are available in pure Black tea, pure Green
tea, black tea with flavours, green tea with
flavours and Herbal Infusions.

• Please call our agent in-charge for more details of
the tea varieties and samples for tasting.



Basilur Pyramid Tea Bags

• Packed into cartons of 50s and as
300s for export purposes, we
guarantee the freshest cup from
right where it is grown.

• Please call our agent in-charge
for more details of the tea
varieties and samples for tasting.





Basilur Tea Capsules
• Taking the tea drinking experience to

its highest level, Basilur offers a
variety of teas in Tea Capsules (pods).

• These Tea capsules are Nespresso
machine compatible but we will soon
be offering you our own brewing
machines.

• Please call our agent in-charge for
more details of the tea varieties and
samples for tasting.







A complete set of Tea Capsules, 
Tea Brewing machine & capsule 

Holders



Convenient capsules 



Basilur Loose Leaf teas

The pleasure of drinking 
your favourite leaf tea in 

a tea pot with Basilur.

Over 200 different tea 
blends to chose from. 

Please call our agent in-charge for more details of 
the tea blends and samples for tasting.   





Basilur Loose Leaf teas

Jumbo tea bags with loose/leaf 
teas to reduce your hazel in 

brewing and using strainers for 
teapots.

Please call our agent in-charge 
for more details of the tea 

blends and samples for tasting.   



We share our special Cocktails and 
Mocktails using Basilur Tea! 



Custom-made wood tea boxes for 
your rooms.



Custom-made wood tea boxes for 
your Café or Restaurant! 



Custom-made wood tea boxes for 
your Café or Restaurant! 



Custom-made wood tea boxes for 
your Café or Restaurant! 



Branded Porcelain ware



Branded Porcelain ware



Branded Teak Tea Trolleys



Enjoy free wood boxes and 
porcelain at your property

• By signing an agreement for not less than two (2) years 
for the exclusive use of Basilur tea at your establishment, 
you can enjoy our wood boxes and Basilur branded 
porcelain supplied free of charge*

• Also we are willing to supply Teak Tea Trolleys free*

* Terms and conditions apply. Please discuss with our agent.  



Why you should choose 
Basilur as your beverage 

partner? 

• Basilur tea selling its products in over 70 destinations as 
a ‘Premium/Exclusive’ brand. Many guests do not wish 
to see the same ‘mass market’ brand in their rooms 
which are usually available very cheap in any small 
outlet/CVS store.

• Especially in luxury suite rooms, it will be a disaster to 
offer such mass market brands to your VVIP gusts. 
Basilur is not only unique as a premium brand but it also 
reflects that in their tea. 





Why you should choose 
Basilur as your beverage 

partner? 

• FSSC 22000 / ISO 22000 / HACCP / Organic USDA / 
Organic EU certified plant for packing Basilur Tea. 

• Awarded as the Most Innovative brand and Best Export 
brand in Sri Lanka.

• Selected at over 10 different SIAL Exhibitions for most 
innovative brand. 



•Own office/packing plant

BASILUR - TODAY



•Own office/packing plant

BASILUR - TODAY



•Modern equipment and facilities

BASILUR - TODAY



•Modern equipment and facilities

BASILUR - TODAY



•Modern equipment and facilities

BASILUR - TODAY



BASILUR - TODAY





Why you should choose 
Basilur as your beverage 

partner? 
• Unlike many brands, Basilur does not offer one range of products 

for retail and another for Horeca/Food service. The quality of tea 
and packaging will be exactly similar to the high quality of retail 
packs. The weight per bag will not be reduced in mere search for 
price advantage. 

• The freshness of Basilur tea will be very high with only few weeks 
from tea harvesting. Unlike big companies, we never pack and 
keep in stock instead, produce per each order thus giving our 
customers to drink a very fresh cup.

• Basilur always use foil sachet/envelope which will keep the tea 
fresh.



Thank you & 
Look forward to a          
solid partnership!


